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THRESHOLDS:
Landscape, City, and Building Edges
by Margaret Wohl and Wendy Frontiero
Submitted to the Department of Architecture January 17, 1986, in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Master of Architecture.
ABSTRACT
This thesis is a study of edges: the three-dimensional transitions between one kind of
place or activity and another. We consider several scales of architecture where these
transitions occur in an urban context, using the cities of Bath (England), Beijing
(China), and Santa Monica (California) as the basis of discussion. Both verbal and
graphic documentation describe our perceptions of the character of edges in those
cities, as observed in the patterns of individual pieces and their inter-relationships.
From these case studies, we derive generalizations for making edges clear, stimulating,
and adaptable.
Chapter One, the introduction, states our objectives and our criteria for selecting the
study cities and areas of focus within them. It also describes our working method.
Chapter Two considers landscape edges: the relatively natural spaces found both around
the city, at the outer limits of development, and within the city, in the form of parks
and public gardens.
Chapter Three describes relationships at the city scale between one group of buildings
and the next. It includes connections across streets and across urban places.
Chapter Four looks at the area where outside space interfaces with the building
interior. Fronts, backs, off-street courts, and top building edges are considered.
Chapter Five summarizes and assimiliates generalities derived from the study, and
suggests what might be done next.
Thesis Supervisor: Shun Kanda
Title: Lecturer
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IN RODUCT ION
OBJECTIVES
Architects tend to design buildings as discrete
objects, with limited consideration and/or understanding
of the larger environment in which the building exists.
Likewise, the public perception of architecture frequently
suffers from a narrow focus on singular considerations
such as monumentality, style, material, and details. Missing
from both literature and practice is an appreciation of
the whole assemblage: not just the elementns by themselves,
but also the dynamic relationships between them.
The purpose of this study, then, is to understand
architecture not only as object-making, but also in terms
of connections: that is, how parts are added together to
create a cohesive effect, from city-scale down to
building-scale. There are many ways tc structure and
investigate such a concepts; we focus on edges, the
ambiguous zones where individual parts meet and overlap,
where one begins before the other has ended.
In looking at edges, we are interested in discovering
1) the parts and process of their formation, 2) their
contributions to the vitality of a place in toto, and 3)
how this knowledge can be applied to new situations.
Our inductions are not necessarily profound, but are
-often based on common sense and sensibility-- attitudes
often overlooked in the search for ingenuity.
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In our view, places that we feel positive about tend
to display repeated combinations or themes of architectural
treatment, which are realized in sets of variations particular
to each place. We decided that it would be interesting
and useful to try to analyze the development of such
places at several scales, in as comprehensive a manner as
possible.
WORKING PROCEDURE
We visited, documented, analyzed, and evaluated
areas within three cities-- Bath (England), Beijing (China),
and Santa Monica (California)-- which are notable for
their vitality and strong architectural identity. These three
were selected unscientifically for their topographical, cultural,
and chronological distinctions, and the range of their
architectural interpretations. Through exploring parts of
these three cities, we hypothesized that some generalities
about their character could be induced regardless of time
and place, and that other issues would be interesting
because they were culturally specific.
The study examines three general categories of edge
conditions in these three cities: landscape edges (including
peripheral city-country boundaries and more discrete parks
and gardens), city edge (building to building relationships
across streets and urban places), and inside to outside
building edges (at fronts, backs, and tops). Specific
physical and social characteristics are considered: dimensions
and scale, form, materials, use, and transformation.
Our process followed three standard steps: research,
documentation, and evaluation, as described below.
Background research on the three study cities:
1) Survey of available books, images, and maps.
Collection of maps, drawings, and other appropriate
base information.
2) Determination of a preliminary outline of the
various scales to consider within each city, as well
as among the group.
-3) Development of a minimum range of
information/drawings needed from each place.
On-site observation:
4) Field survey of each place for general familiarity
and determination of a representative area on
which to focus. Criteria for the latter included
architectural and cultural significance, and physical
cohesiveness.
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5) Visits to appropriate city agencies, planning
departments, and libraries to identify resources:
maps, photographs, publications, and people.
6) Informal talks with residents, architects, students,
and tourists about their perceptions of important
qualities (related to edges) of that place.
7) Measurements, sketches, and photographs
emphasizing the study area, and also relating to its
larger context within the city.
Analysis:
8) Organization of new and old material; revision
of original outline.
9) Assessment of individual cities and comparison
among the three.
10) Induction of general principles and appraisal
of significance of particularities.
11) Presentation of verbal and graphic documentation
along with our evaluations.
12

ath is a city widely renowned for
Georgian development- a homogeneous and well-preserved
atmosphere of limestone terrace-houses cascading up and
down hillsides. Its regularity of building form and style
is considered both a blessing and a bore, depending on
one's fondness for overt rational order. Fortunately, a
variety of topographical, historical, and architectural
digressions have prevented that initial systematic ideal
from domineering. The relationships between these special
adaptations to its situation give Bath both an immense
diversity and a consistent order.
Located in a river valley, Bath is surrounded by
verdant countryside, of which endless picturesque views
are possible. The therapeutic hot springs on which Bath
is built have attracted resort development since Celtic
times, supported by the mild climate and rural location
of the area. The city's architectural character dates
overwhelmingly from an intense period of growth in the
18th and early 19th centuries, which was in turn guided
by the neo-classical fantasies of the architect John Wood.
Houses were built for a well-to-do but largely seasonal
clientele, and the public spaces were given great emphasis
as symbols of beauty and order, as well as the setting
for most social intercourse.
Today, Bath contains approximately 85,000 people--
a density of approximately 80 persons per acre, and 40
dwelling units per acre, which reflects the recent subdivision
of many terrace-houses into flat and maisonettes. Profesional
services and light industry supplement the modern burst
of tourism, which brings in another four million persons
a year.
eijing is flat. It is not renowned for the grand
topographical features that contribute to the physical
characters of Bath and Santa Monica. Furthermore, some
observers argue that the Chinese capital-- once a fantastic
and stimulating cityscape-- has been stripped of its
special character in recent decades and rendered banal.
Whether or not this generalization is accurate, at
least one area of the city, the Shishahai Lakes region, has
retained the old courtyard housing pattern and mandatory
gridded street system. The interface of the three natural
14
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lakes and the man-made grid is a major factor in the
positive identity of the Shishahai area, relative to the
greater metropolitan' district. While most of this area is
residential, it is likewise notable for a few open markets,
restaurants, facilities for a theater and the Beijing Opera,
and a major shopping street, Di'anmen, which terminates
with the old city axis at the Drum and Bell Towers.
The positive character of Shishahai is seen more in
the form and scale of buildings and spaes and in the
variety of activities that take place there, than in actual
living conditions. Average density is 500 persons per
hectare, or approximately 200 persons per acre. Two
hundred- to 400-year old housing, originally intended for
a single family each, now accommodates a dozen or more
families and concomitant physical/architectural difficulties.
There are simply too many people in too small a space.
each and bungalows characterize the physical
setting of Santa Monica: a picturesque- combination of
blue skies, palm-tree lined streets, and a lively, low scale
architecture. The local architectural idiom is modest and
inherently eccentric, but its collective- expression (motivated
by the ideal of continuity with the environment) forms a
cohesive and dynamic cityscape. The interplay between
the city's public, pedestrian image and its intensely
private, car-oriented culture is especially interesting in
this context.
Like Bath, Santa Monica is a partially planned city
that was originally marketed as a resort area. Relatively
sparse Victorian development was superceded in the early.
20th century by thousands of acres of small single-family
residences and multi-family housing. Since World War 2.
larger apartment blocks and infill townhouse condominiums
have become popular, intensifying the pace of streetscapes,
but with surprisingly limited negative effect.
The 90,000 residents of Santa Monica and a fairly
dense building pattern belie an almost embarrassing
population density, only 16.5 persons per acre; the average
household contains a mere 1.97 persons. At the same
time, professional services and a. diversity of
regionally-important commercial centers sustain a vigorous
local economy.
15
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LANDSCAPE EDGES
Landscape edges are the natural territories that extend as fingers into the urban
realm, and which break off as islands dispersed within the city.
19
LANDSCAPE EDGES
Landscape edges comprise the exchange between
natural and built environments. The outskirts of each of
our study cities form the larger scale margins where arms
of natural landscape (beach, forest, field) join with the
man-made townscape. Linked sometimes by waterways
and planted corridors, the parks and public gardens
indicated on these maps are more typically fragmented
from outlying landscape extensions.
Parks and pubic gardens, as distinguished from
completely rural countryside, are all more or less contrived.
In contrast to the architectural formality of urban places
(see Chapter 3), parks and public gardens recreate more
natural environments in their relatively relaxed sense of
composition and materials, and have more casual
boundaries-- although they too are carefully designed for
effect. Some highlight social recreation, but most emphasize
natural scenery and solace.
Parks and public gardens tend to differ considerably
in size and character; in general we may say that such
places are only loosely defined by surrounding streets or
buildings. On the interior one often finds small structures
such as pavilions and bandstands, usually screen-like in
nature and occurring as singular events.
Amount and frequency of parks and public gardens is
high; in combination with gradual and visible peripheral
edges, lends a verdant image to the city.
20
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Concentration of the most important green spaces well
inside the city limits, most notably in the Shishahai Lakes.
Predominance of ocean-front (beach and Palisades Park)
in characterizing landscape edge, and image of the city as
a whole. Scattering of other small parks includes mostly
school yards.
21
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LANDSCAPE EDGES
BATH
Bath's landscape edges are essential to the city's
character. A diverse abundance of green spaces within the
city combine with unusually visible rural environs to
supply a constant presence. Surrounding buildings make
only a minor contribution to the sense of place. Rather,
the natural qualities are allowed to dominate, with varying
degrees of restraint provided by man-made shaping,
landscaping, and architectural device. Most importantly,
this relative informality of parks and public gardens (as
opposed to urban places, for example), allows for highly
valued recreational and restorative activities.
The views from and of Bath's parks and public
gardens are very important as edge conditons to appreciating
the city as a whole. Many parks exploit long city views
and encourage formal promenading and sight-seeing. The
frequent views into such green space from various parts
of the city provide a reverse perspective that links Bath
with the surrounding countryside. Both types of views
help to orient oneself within the larger context-- an
important counterbalance to the densely built and irregular
street pattern.
Sydney Gardens: Superimposed geometric outline, softened
by lavish interior landscaping, and absence of strong
building walls at edges.
22
Hedgemead Park: Serene, natural qualities of landscaped
parks.
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LANDSCAPE EDGES
BEIJING
In Beijing, extreme population density puts enormous
pressure on the use of public gardens and parks. Not
enough exist in size or number to satisfy the obvious
public need. At the city's outskirts is the well-known
and over-crowded Summer Palace, with its serene setting Al
of lakes, gardens and buildings. A preserved area referred
to as the royal rice fields extends into the city itself.
Although not officially a public park or garden, the
preservation of these fields as a green space adjoining the
urban environment is significant. A few larger parcels or
"islands" of landscape are situated around Shishahai Lakes
and Behai Park at the city center. Screen-like buildings,
or pagodas, and screened walkways are characteristic
building elements within these more natural settings. Screened platform in Shishahai park is a favorite gathering
spot for amateur Beijing opera performers.
24
Repeated layers and exchanges of building and natural
elements within Behai Park. (Li)
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Cultivated fields at the outskirts of Beijing intermix with
large-scale building development.
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LANDSCAPE EDGES
SANTA MONICA
In contrast to the magnificent city-country (i.e.,
ocean) edge of Santa Monica, a dearth of parks and
public gardens exists in the city, for the simple reason
that most outdoor activity consciously focuses on private
outdoor space. Yet the few examples which are present
are in general intensely used: the beach is a very
specialized, extensive, and immensely popular park; the
more cultivated Palisades Park is a uniquely celebratory
place, situated at the edge of a bluff overlooking the
ocean; and the smaller parks scattered throughout seem to
satisfy neighborhood needs (for children's play space)
well.
The lack of cultural emphasis on public green space
generally results in edges with no special architectural
treatment. Storefronts, hotels, plain apartment buildings,
churches, skyscrapers, garages, and even bungalow backs
illustrate the range of building edges here, and also the
frequently unplanned (infill) occurrence of such spaces in
Santa Monica.
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Hotchkiss Park: The plan's apparent compositional formality
is in fact minimized by a 45 degree slope (with ocean
view) and by indifferent building edges.
Santa Monica Pier
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Palisades Park: This linear pavilion epitomizes screen-like qualities of park structures,
and the importance of framing bountiful views.
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CITY EDGES
City edges comprise the relationships between one group of buildings and the next.
They include connections across STREETS, which are spaces for moving, and across
URBAN PLACES, designed for stopping or gathering. Despite their widely divergent
styles, many essential similarities were found among the three study cities-- making
this category of edges perhaps the most obviously comparable.
31

CITY EDGES
STREETS
Streets are easily recognized as the primary means of circulation through a city,
and a major organizer of its buildings. The experience of moving through streets,
across both distance and time, seems basic to understanding the character of a city.
In all three cities we studied, a kaleidoscopic pattern of street forms and
characters at the edge seemed to be an outstanding feature. Of special interest to us
were the themes of physical dimensions (vertical and horizontal, actual and perceived),
response to light and shadow, and continuity of the street edge.
33
CITY EDGES
BATH STREETS
One of the most obvious features of the streets in.
Bath is their relatively informal pattern, which is not
dictated by a strict grid system (as in many other
planned cities), but was in large part dictated by the
steep topography. The general direction and orientation of
Bath streets usually follow the contours of the land,
and-- in the Georgian part-- take advantage of the
dramatic visual effect. Each street thus tends to display a
highly individual character, although the edges may be
formed in much the same way.
Three other aspects of Bath's street edges are
outstanding: 1) the emphasis and care given to pedestrian
movement; 2) the variety of views provided, of both the
cityscape and countryside; and 3) the contrasting character
of different kinds of streets-- which has not so much to
do with specific uses or occupants, but rather is created
by the assemblange of such elements as front and back
buildings, basement areas, and yards.
IRREGULARITY OF STREET NETWORK, RESULTING
FROM TOPOGRAPHY
34
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Irregular street patterns follow contours of the land, yet
also include deliberate progressions of movement.
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CITY EDGES
BEIJING STREETS
The modern city of Beijing is a continuum of
concentric walls and roads. The landmark Imperial City
Wall of the Ming and Qing dynasties (15th-19th centuries)
has recently been replaced by a highway known as the
second ring road. A new "wall" of modern high-rises is
presently forming at its edges. Pressures for growth have
even prompted consideration of a fourth ring road.
The basic gridded unit of development involves a
60-70 meter deep block, allowing a single house of one
to three courts between hutongs, the lanes running
east-west.
As this predictable, axis-driven system approaches
Shishahai lakes, it begins to break down rendering the
experience of moving through the area more confusing,
but also more interesting.
1 W
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GRIDDED CITY WITH CONCENTRIC ROADS, DEEP
LOTS, BASED ON TRADITIONAL RULES
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Large-scale grid organization, vith additional access from
informal hutongs, distintegrates toward lake edges.
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CITY EDGES
SANTA MONICA STREETS
Santa Monica's street system is formed by a loose
amalgamation of grids, which made the business of
subdivision much easier, but display often distant relationships
to each other. Preditable patterns are few: an ad hoc
hierarchy exists to service traffic needs, and streets
nearest the ocean orient toward the water. Edge definitions
remain remarkably constant despite changing dimensions
and functions; their unifying effect is thus significant.
Street trees typically characterize-- if not in fact
create-- the street edges. This "ephemeral" element gives
a recognizable signfature to many neighborhoods, and
often compensates for irregularity or leanness in the
building edge beyond. And although walking does not
appear to be a prime activity in Santa Monica, the
pedestrian experience is actually made very pleasant by
the combined qualities and dimensions of the street, stree
trees, and sidewalk.
The main point of streets in Santa Monica is, of
course, the accommodation of moving and parked cars.
Most arrangements are predictable, so the exceptions are
particularly interesting. A unique stretch of Fourth Street
devotes its center lane to parked cars; residential and
bungalow courts offer a more positive approach. perhaps
of greatest significance, a very efficient and useful system
of service alleys simplifies the requirements and enriches
the possibilities of street edges throughout the city.
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A vast range of street widths- from 5' to 190'--
is demonstrated within and among our case studies.
Although a much smaller range of dimensions is typical
for each place, this diversity of building to building
relationships is significant for two effects: 1) the
accommodation of multifarious traffic, and 2) a continually
changing feeling of open- and closed-ness as one moves
through the city.
The difference between actual widths, building to
building, and the perceived width of the streetscape is
important to note here. In all three of our study cities,
the effective dimension is commonly measured (and/or
transformed) by a panoply of such changeable elements as
building additions, street trees, and fences.
.I
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BEIJING
.5'
SANTA MONICA
RANGE OF STREET WIDTHS; DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
PERCEIVED STREET WIDTH AND BUILDING TO
BUILDING DIMENSIONS.
18'
MINIMUM DIMENSIONS
BATH
40
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100'
84'
190'
MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS
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The relationship between the width of the streetscape
and the height of the buildings to either side is powerful.
In Bath, Beijing, and Santa Monica, we found a similarity
in the comfortable proportions of approximately 1 to 1,
or 1 to 1.5, between the perceived height and width.
When this visual relationship is out of balance, it
was commonly improved by introducing a different layer 14 7
or scale of elements. Building facades are just one
possible vertical plane, and horizontal layering can include
a number of form, material, and structural devices. Our
study cities use such corrective and reinforcing elements
as building additions, street trees, walls and fences,
median strips, canopies, continuous storefront bases, street BEIJING
lamps, and other street furniture.
4+: ----- 7
84
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEIVED WIDTH AND
HEIGHT OF STREETS.
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Despite very different characters given by form,
materials, use, etc., these three streets illustrate a common
and comfortable proportion of height to width.
(ifif if fUll
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SIMILARITY OF TYPICAL STREET HEIGHT:WIDTH
PROPORTION AMONG THREE CITIES- Brock Street: front street terrace-houses
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East of Di'anmen Street: low courtyard houses with
additions Marguerita Avenue: high-tone suburban street
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Reactions to the original form and intent of city
edges vary among our three cities. The absence of
additions to the front edges of Bath terrace-houses may
result from the buildings' extremely formal and public
facades, and the many built-in layers of rails, steps, and
areas. It may also be possible that no need was felt to
adjust the existing dimensions with additions, since the
dimensions of street height and width were already so
similar, and the building edge already so continuous.
Overcrowded conditions and changes in social, political,
and economic direction have certainly been major factors
in motivating people in Beijing to build additions to the
front walls of traditional courtyard houses. Yet it is
notable that trees are planted roughly the same dimension
from the opposite courtyard building as the building is
high; the beautician's shop addition shown here extends
out to this same limit and no further.
Santa Monica contains very few additions to building
fronts; setbacks were established at the time of development
and have been faithfully maintained. Despite the perpetuation
of often attenuated building to building widths, the
signature palm trees may be enough to create an envelope
of appropriate dimensions.
CHANGING PERCEIVED WIDTH TO ALTER
HEIGHT:WIDTH RELATIONSHIP
46
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Bath: Height=width at time
of development; no need to
change.
Beijing: Trees and additions
on one side yield height=width.
Santa Monica: Trees on both
sides yield height=width.
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Perceptions not only of street width but also of
street height can be manipulated for the appropriate
effect. Streetscapes which are proportionally too low
benefit from taller buildings or higher street trees.
Conversely, if tall buildings must be introduced on
relatively narrow streetscapes, major setbacks should be
incorporated.
4-.......
Increase height of too-short
street edge with taller new
structures.
For too-tall infill buildings,
set back that part of the
building edge above the
"ideal" height.
CHANGING PERCEIVED HEIGHT TO
HEIGHT:WIDTH RELATIONSHIP
ALTER
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The concept of street width-to-height proportions
brings up several related issues. Continuity, for example,
is an important feature for maintaining the impression of
appropriate proportions. In Bath and Beijing, the building
facades themselves provide a continuous street edge. The
street trees of Santa Monica pull the streetscapes together
there when the density and volume of building fall short.
The critical dimensions of continuity are difficult to
define in abstract rules or isolated contexts. How short is
"too short," and how long is "too long" depends upon a
variety of considerations.
Too much stimulation is unsettling, but too little is
monotonous. The minimum unit for change, of course, is
one building-- but such a frequent variation works
smoothly only when the nature of the change itself is
small in scale, such as the facade details of Bath.
Changing big moves such as setback over each building
makes for an incongruous streetscape: the personality of
the edge changes so drastically as to be disconcertingly
unrecognizable.
Likewise, how long is too long depends in part on
how many elements remain the same, and on what scale.
Extreme dimensions coupled with unvaried building form
or systems of articulation quickly become either overbearing
or monotonous. If such big moves are a given on the
streetscape, a greater intensity of smaller scale changes--
in patterns of height, ornamentation, and materials, for
example-- is not only tolerable but desirable.
CONTINUITY OF STREET EDGE: "TOO LONG" AND
"TOO SHORT"
50
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Great Pulteney Street: Twice as wide
and twice as long as typical street,
with continuous building form and
facade rhythm over entire 1/4 mile
length.
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South-east Beijing: Broad avenue of
mid-rise housing with unbroken
pattern of street edge, at any scale.
Extruded quality of streetscpe results.
Palisades Avenue: Variegated building
pattern within dominant order of
street trees. The attenuated view is
dramatically interrupted at one end
by a palm court.
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Great axial views can create a powerful positive
force, emphasizing the focal view of a special element,
and using the sides only as a means to the end. The
success of this device depends upon the strength of the
terminal edge, both visually and culturally. In the case of
Great Pulteney Street in Bath, the Holburne Museum at
the end (originally a small hotel) is disappointly small,
hard to see from the opposite end, and overwhelmed by
its open site. By contrast, Milsom Street ends in the
grandly ornamented terrace-houses of George Street, which
by nature and by architectural device stand well above
and visible from the axial street.
ENCLOSING STREETSCAPES: AXIAL VIEWS
Milsom Street: Appropriate street height:width proportion
and relatively short length. Street slopes up to meet
specially formed end buildings.
52
Great Pulteney Street: Very long street with lopsided
height:width proportion. Focal point is too small and too
far to be effective.
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A second major feature of street edges is their
consideration of light and shadow. In our three case
studies, the responsiveness of architectural edges varied
widely. The geographical orientation of streets and buildings
rated highly important in two cities, but we found
asymmetrical setbacks and building heights to be rare.
East/west streets such as Rivers Street in Bath
receive relatively poor sunlight, and so-- depsite the
otherwise typical and pleasant height-to-width ratio of
the streetscape-- the southern rowhouses cast shadows on
the facades, and hence also the interiors, of the northern
side. the light color of stone used here might compensate
with its greater potential reflectivity, but the facades of
Rivers Street are presently coated with black soot. As a
result, this street lacks important qualities of a positive
outdoor space, especially in cold English winters.
East-west street with shadows cast on south-facing buildings.
EFFECTS OF LIGHT AND SHADOW
54
Rivers Street at Russell Street: Contrast between dark and
light stretches, emphasizing the warm light given to both
horizontal and vertical planes and the subsequent incentive
for moving through.
--- 7777::
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In Beijing, the predominate street pattern consists of
east/west streets. These are traditionally lined with low (1
and 2 story) buildings, with their entrances on the south
facade. Although geomancy and Confucian principles
formally prescribed this orientation, the solar benefits to
the street edge are obvious, and desirable to preserve.
The taller, more contemporary mid-rises maintain an
east/west street orientation and ensure a minimum of
direct sunlight inside each unit by correct height:width
proportions. Unfortunately, the outdoor space remains
almost totally in shadow, with a negative social effect.
This sacrifice of positive outdoor space on the larger
scale has been one of the greatest impacts of changed
building types in Beijing.
Santa Monica, by contrast, makes no obvious
architectural concessions for orientation in its street edges.
Perhaps its continuously mild climate and generously wide
streets obviate such measures. Shadows are rarely cast on
opposing facades, and although the pedestrian envelope on
one side of the street may be shaded, one can always
choose to walk on the other side. The lower height of
typical older streetscapes provides a more consistently
sunlit sidewalk on both sides of the street.
A consideration of light and shadow that deserves
further study is how south-facing edges might differ in
form and articulation from north-facing edges.
Traditional street with low buildings, allowing light to
enter south-facing buildings.
.... ... .. .... ~ .
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Mid-rise housing with dark and under-utilized courtyards
between.
56
El
Mixture of building types and wide street minimize the
effect of shadows.
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CITY EDGES
URBAN PLACES
59
CITY EDGES
00
Urban places organize groups of buildings and * V 0
CO0
create special points of focus within cities. They are .
most familiar as public squares and plazas; we have given *
them a more generic name because of the range of o * 0
shapes and images which urban places possess in our case **
studies. *Q
We were particularly interested in the edge qualities
which characterizes urban places as different from streets,
which are related in form, and parks, which share the
function of stopping places.
A few general characteristics describe urban places
in all three cities, beginning with hard surfaces, ceremonious
landscaping, and perimeters clearly defined by building -
walls. Unlike relatively narrow, linear streets, Urban
Places open up generously to light and air. Lastly, the
building edges that line Urban Places usually correspond
in scale and articulation to the discrete qualities of these
spaces; most often they are designed as monumental
facades or aggresively continuous elevations.
High number and variety of urban places, located at
frequent intervals. Often designed with the idea of a
processional sequence through the city.
SPECIAL FOCAL QUALITIES OF URBAN PLACES
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CITY EDGES
BATH URBAN PLACES
Bath's urban places are an outstanding feature of
the cityscape, employing very special forms of building
edges. The architects John Wood Senior and Junior
clearly envisioned Bath as a series of grand urban places
that would set of f their premier buildings and draw the
visitor through they city in a dramatic sequence. The
civic- scale of these compositions and their component
edges is recognized as one of Bath's major contributions
to urban design.
Among the best known characteristics of Bath is the
rich array of geometric shapes found in the city plan.
The inward-looking forms of squares, circles, and crescents
are normally focused on special landscaping: a formal
lawn, obelisk, one or few trees, or merely special paving.
The different kinds of enclosure given by these
shapes result in a variety of interesting juxtapositions at
the edges. Queen Square, the Circus, Abbey Green, and
St. James's Square illustrate closed versions of "urban
rooms," with buildings on all sides; Kingsmead Square is
CEREMONIOUSNESS OF URBAN SPACES CREATED
BY PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSURE OR BY MONUMENT
The Circus: Continuous
facade
........  .. 
... .
The Abbey: Building as monument
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Queen Square: Streetscape
as monument
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a close relative whose identity suffers from the lack of
such complete containment. On the other hand, the
crescents and parades deliberately identify their buildings
with the larger landscape by their open-sided forms.
These latter examples show how urban places not
only capture land within, but also afford views out--
both into and beyond the city. This dual visual relationship
to both cityscape and countryside is a splendid counterpoint
to the emphatic architectural presence of urban places in
Bath.
The building edges that define Bath's urban places
are characterized in three ways. Most often the building
walls are designed as monumental facades, exaggerating
the large-scale effect of the open space by a corresponding
scale in the elevation. The power of one, continuous
facade treatment can also be used to great effect, when
the form and elaboration are especially intense. The
opposite variation is the treatment of a single building as
a monument in itself.
Lastly, Bath's urban places are distinguished by their
predominantly social functions. Their size, hard surfacing
materials, and proximity to important buildings were
meant to encourage outdoor promenading-- a way of
seeing and being seen, with the secondary benefits of
exercise and fresh air. In the simplest version, the city
edges provide graciously wide pavements, which are, or
were, elevated above adjacent land.
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CITY EDGES
BEIJING URBAN PLACES
Urban Places in Beijing are relatively few but
extremely significant, due to the demand for open space
in this crowded city. A single, civic scaled place
accommodates throngs both formally and informally, while
smaller, neighborhood-sized Urban Places provide casual
gathering places at strategic points.
At the center of Beijing is Tianenmen Square, over
100 acres of pavement and large enough to hold a
million citizens-- used as the common space or "living
room" of the entire populace. As in Bath, the walls of
this urban "room" are monumental and clear, yet also
tend to be simplistic and predictable in their lack of
modulation. Such distinctive building edges contain and
define an intensely symbolic urban place. The jagged bits
and broken surfaces appropriate in residential and shoping
areas of the city would be most inappropriate here.
Tianenmen Square (Cl)
ENCLOSURE BY FORMAL. PREDICTABLE BUILDING
FACADES
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"Beijing families take to Tian An Men square last night
in the search of some breeze as the capital suffered from
its hottest day this year. Record temperatures and
~-~O humidity encouraged people to steep <sic> outdoors."--
a e China Daily (C2)
M!,n
Tianenmen Square: Enclosed by three state buildings, the
Great Hall of the People, the Museum of the Chinese
Revolution, and the Mausoleum.
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At the south edge of Front Lake in Shishahai is
one of Beijing's rare medium-sized Urban Places, consciously
designed to be distinct from any civic or religious
structures. Unlike typical Urban Places, its edges are not
enclosed by buildings, but rather it is strongly and clearly
bounded on one side by the lake, and on another by the
wide Di'anmen Street; low walls suggest the remaining
sides.
ENCLOSURE BY STRONG NATURAL EDGE, STREET,
AND LOW WALLS.
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Less deliberately planned as urban places are smaller,
neighborhood gathering spots, such as this example located
to the north of Middle Shishahai Lake and south of
Goulon Street.
Although it has no monument, it features a fairly
monumental specimen tree, which both marks the focus
and provides shade to gatherers beneath. From a place
under the tree, one can view down a connecting street to
the lake. Where this less formal plaza precisely stops and
starts along the roadway is less clear than in the Tianmen
Square or Front Lake examples. Still, strong edges have
been maintained at the sides, and a boundary stated by a
new mid-rise which has sprouted to the south.
NEIGHBORHOOD PLACE MARKED BY TREE, VIEW,
WIDENED ROADWAY AT INTERSECTION, AND
WALLED SIDES.
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This smallest example of urban place is markedly
distinct from its larger, more formal relatives, but
nevertheless maintains some of the same edge characteristics.
It is basically a wide spot in the roadway, located at a
sharp turn rather than at an intersection. A tree provides
shade and marks the gathering spot. A few benches and
a table, set apart from the bounding wall and allowing
easy views in both street directions, form additional
ingredients of this city edge.
The activities implied were not personally observed
on the eastern edge, and one wonders how that part
functions. Different orientation and views suggest reasons
why it may not work well as an urban place. Small
gathering niches on the northern side of the cross path
receive winter sun, but a view more restricted than the
western edge. The south-eastern edge allows more of a
view, but less sun. The combination of attributes is thus
highest at the western edge, and it is apparentlymost
highly used.
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SANTA MONICA URBAN PLAC
Santa Monica is remarkably scarce of urban places.
The collective social and civic qualities which seem
essential to urban places have very little architectural
relevance in this cultural context. The several manifestations
which do exist are predominantly commercial, suggesting
that economic rather than civic or social forces draw
people together here-- features all reflected in the edge
definitions.
The Third Street (shopping) Mall was converted to
pedestrian use in the last decade, but its building edges
remain relatively unchanged from automobile days.
Furnishings in the central area attempt to make more
place-definitions, but need more architectuial and/or
functional reinforcement. The Mall appears most-successful
in the collective, social sense on Wednesdays, when it
becomes a farmers' market filled with temporary stands,
concerts, and people both moving and stopped.
Related by both cultural development and geographic
proximity is a modern American indoor shopping center:
Santa Monica Place. The necessary concession to the car
STREET AS URBAN PLACE, TERMINATING IN FOCAL
BUILDING EDGE.
ES
is delightfully handled at the edges with the integration
of open parking garages and the enormous chain-link sign
which faces the freeway.
Human scale is also skillfully accommodated in the
multifarious pedestrian entrances, which break down scale
and mass from the exterior, and in the central atrium at
the intersection of the two internal streets. Echoing the
original, open-air urban places, Santa Monica Place (note
even the choice of name) also uses abundant natural
lighting.
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Third Street Mall, looking west toward Santa Monica Place.
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Santa Monica Pier represents a notable local variation
on Urban Places, perhaps because of its simultaneous role
in the larger-scale landscape edge. The Pier is a large,
linear structure accommodating both cars and people; it
bridges the Pacific Coast Highway and beach to meet the
ocean head-on. Not surprisingly, its perimeter edges are
completely transparent to the surrounding view, and
feature benches, banners, and telescopes. Except for the
distinctive cone-shape of the Carousel structure, buildings
on the Pier are typically low and architecturally non-distinct.
To draw in passing customers, hinged and shuttered walls
which open completely to the interior are necessary. The
Pier supports a variety of popular pastimes: viewing,
promenading, eating, fishing, and carnival-like amusemenets.
OCEAN AND SURROUNDING VIEW PROVIDE SPECIAL
EDGE DEFINITION.
76
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BUILDING EDGES
Building edges are the realm of relationships formed between the public "outside"
and private "inside." The boundary can be as two-dimensional as the plane of a wall,
or several elements may be layered to create a three-dimensional gradation of privacy.
In relation to the street, this edge may be located immediately on the property line,
or it may be extended over deep building setbacks.
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BUILDING EDGES
The quality of the building edge in many respects
derives from larger development patterns, shown at right.
Varied cultural concepts about the organization of space
and society are expressed in most basic form here: the
important public image of Bath buildings, the traditional
coricentric dwelling of Beijing, and the individual but
spatially dispersed architecture of Santa Monica.
The inside-outside confrontation occurs in three
places, each with its own functional and architectural
relationships. Some features which are similar architecturally
may be categorized differently in different places, according
to their particular relationships. The most prominent of
these in our case studies was the semi-public courtyard.
In Santa Monica these spaces usually act as surrogate
fronts, while courtyards in Beijing-- despite a proliferation
of front entrances-- are more back-like in quality.
DESPITE DIFFERENCES IN BUILDING TYPOLOGIES,
EDGE TREATMENTS EXHIBIT SIMILARITIES.
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Bath: Row (terrace) houses
Beijing: Courtyard houses
1........... ... .... .... ...
Santa Monica: Individual, detached houses
. . . . . ... - ... ...
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FRONTS, BACKS, TOPS OF TYPICAL BATH TERRACE
HOUSE
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FRONTS, BACKS, TOPS OF TRADITIONAL COURTYARD
HOUSE IN BEIJING (Bi)
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FRONTS, BACKS, TOPS OF TYPICAL BUNGALOW IN
SANTA MONICA
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FRONTS
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BUILDING EDGES
To generalize about the extremely different
interpretations of front edge found among our study
cities, one must reduce their qualities to an extremely
simple concept: fronts act more or less bluntly as a
buffer between public and private worlds. The illustrations
suggest the range of possible elaborations-- including
distance, opaqueness, and layering-- within this common
theme. -
FRONT EDGE AS A BUFFER BETWEEN PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE SPACES Separation by level change and layering of detail elements.
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Separation by wall.
Separation by distance.
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BUILDING EDGES
BATH FRONTS
Bath's front edges occur in a narrow zone of
minimal setback. Articulation is usually most intense at
ground level, because of the close- connections with
passers-by. The ceremonious nature of building fronts in
Bath, together with their careful masonry construction,
cause front edges here to be more formal, and less likely
to undergo major alterations.
The entryway most obviously signals the transition
between outside and inside. Iron railings and perhaps an
overthrow gateway lead to a narrow platt, which vaults
over the typical basement area from sidewalk to doorway.
The platt is usually surfaced with the same materials as
the sidewalk (coursed flags), but occasional residences and
many storefronts boast decorative tilework, a notable
means of individualizing a repetitive element.
FORMALITY OF FRONT EDGE INTRODUCED BY
ELABORATE ENTRANCE AND BASEMENT AREA. Typical entrance zone: plan and section
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The doorway itself tends to be the most elaborate
element of the front edge, typically a classic design of
columns and pediment applied in high relief. A few
extroverted doorways step boldly into the street as open
or enclosed porticos, and in extremely rare cases, small
new rooms are built above the portico.
II
H
Circus: Basement area in relation to primary front door
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Basement areas most dramatically illustrate the way
in which front edges both separate and connect building
and street in Bath. Originally built to give light or access
to the service quarters below street level, these recesses
keep passersby from walking directly against buildings,
and thus create a strong sense of privacy. Almost all
residentially-used buildings in Bath feature this element;
storefronts, which aim to draw people in, naturally tend
to cover their basement areas with glass block.
The typical basement area is approximately 6 feet
wide, but varies from a mere 1 or 2 feet to a spacious
15 feet. It usually contains a stair leading down to a
secondary entrance, directly below the main door, which
was originally used for servants and deliveries. Today the
basement area may well be used as a formal entrance for
a flat, as a patio (with deck chairs and potted shrubs), or
just as a place for hanging laundry out to dry. The
variety below ground is especially interesting because it
does not interfere with the overall impression of regularity
at pedestrian eye-level.
Paired with the basement areas are often subterranean
storage vaults under the pavement and street. Although
they extend below public rights of way, these vaults
belong to the adjacent buildings, and were commonly used
SEPARATION BY DISTANCE ACCOMPLISHED
THROUGh MAJOR LEVEL CHANGE: BASEMENT
AREAS, VAULTS, AND RAISED PAVEMENT
for storing coal and the like. One downtown restaurant
uses its vault as a room-size cooler for produce, but
today they are more often abandoned. When the terrace
house is elevated sufficiently above grade, pulling its
basement level up with it, these vaults are often accessible
from the street level by myriad doors.
Such storage vaults, in combination with the city's
steep topography produce Bath's distinctive raised pavements.
The difference in height between streets and sidewalks
begin, perfectly flush, and actually predominates at 4-6
inches. Yet the most striking contrasts range between the
4-6 foot level change of moderately sloped places, to the
occasional full story above ground; the latter space is
large enough and conveniently located in one place to
accommodate a restaurant.
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Glazed top
2'
Light-well
6' 15'
Minimal Patio
entrance
RANGE OF BASEMENT AREAS
flush 4-6" 4-6' 8' and above
No
change Curb Storage Commercial underneath
VARIATIONS IN PAVEMENT HEIGHT
Julian Road: Raised pavement with stairs built for access
to horse and carriage transportation.
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A variety of lighter architectural elements articulate
gradations of privacy at the front edge Furthermore, they
demonstrate the scale at which variation occurs in Bath,
for the overall building form remains constant throughout.
An ironwork theme is made by simple railings
around basement areas, delicate balconies of various
patterns and sizes, elegant overthrows which arch across
entryways- to hold lamps and torch-snuffers, and elements
as small as bootscrapers. Balconies are particularly interesting,
as they range from flower-pot size to floor-to-ceiling
"room" size. These balconies were not intended for -
sitting and viewing, however: people-watching and social
exchanges were designed to happen on the street.
Within the context of simple regularity, doorways
are often the most ornately detailed facade element.
Special moldings, glazing, and hardware frequently
personalize the standard Doric trabeation. The
three-dimensional quality, diversity of articulation, and
regular positioning of these doorways lend a dynamic
rhythm to the flat facade walls.
Layering of lighter, variable details on the solid wall
plane.
ELEMENTS ARE THE LEVEL OF THINGS WHICH
CHANGE, AS OPPOSED TO THE BUILDING FORM
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Windows, usually simple and repetitious, are arranged
individually across the facade, with the elegant and
frequent exceptions of Palladian windows at the second
story. Simple window moldings usually appear only on
the second floor, sometimes with a pediment or otherwise
more ornate cornice on the central window. Occasionally,
if the occupant had the money and opportunity to
specify more beforehand, molded architraves appear. around
the third floor windows as well. This irregular proces of
differentiating buildings merely with window trim
demonstrates the extreme subtlety, and social significance,
of variations within the larger context of front edges.
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BUILDING EDGES
BEIJING FRONTS
Of our three cities, Beijing's front edges speak most t-
bluntly of the division between outside and inside, -4
although recent transofrmations soften the original effect.
The exchange of public-to-private at this edge allows the -4r
public to view into the semi-public courtyard only to the
limit of a "shadow wall." Conversely, private encroachment
out into public territory is accepted only to another
minimal limit.
The long stone wall of the street facade is pierced
at one corner by an open entrance passage, often guarded
by a pair of special (carved) stones. The view is stopped
and motion re-directed by an opaque masonry "shadow
wall," which protects the (relatively) private inner courtyard
from direct communication with the street. Today the
exclusive, planar building edge is frequently enlivened by
plantings and/or street furniture, or extended into room-size
additions into the street. *
CLOSELY REGULATED PENETRATION OF PUBLIC
REALM INTO PRIVATE, AND ENCROACHMENT OF
PRIVATE TERRITORY INTO PUBLIC
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Traditional wall (a plane).
Low-scale architectual additions, generally on the
south-facing side of the building.
Use of adjacent area for sitting and storage.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE FRONT EDGE
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The practice of raising pavements to accommodate
grade changes and provide a distinguishable zone of
semi-public activity is by no means as common in Beijing
as it is in Bath, but examples do occur, with much the
same. effect. One utilitarian argument for their existence
is the absence of storm drains in the city. Until recent
times, raised ground floors and walkways provided a
means of staying reasonably dry. Rain and drains
notwithstanding, this edge condition still provides a region
which is neither strictly private nor strictly public, but a
combination of both.
VARIATIONS OF RAISED PAVEMENT
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Residential path separated from
busy traffic.,
Commercial separation by steps.
Privacy achieved where street narows, close to a commercial
street, by raised entrance walkways.
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BUILDING EDGES
SANTA MONICA FRONTS
At first glance, the connection between inside and
outside seems remarkably fluid on the front edges of
Santa Monica. Yet what is private and what is public
(and what is appropriate to both) is clearly understood
through such devices as setbacks and thick layers of
fences and foliage. The transition from street to front
door-- typically beginning with a planting strip at the
curb and ending with a front porch-- is long and
gradual, almost always visually permeable, and rich in
architectural clues.
The range of front setbacks seems to correlate with
particular building types, and to directly influence the
number and kind of layers in the front edge zone. In
related fashion, symbolic qualities of the front edge tend
to increase with increasing setback.
The smallest dimension , 0-2', is almost invariably
limited to semi-private courts and (pedestrian) streets.
Typical elements include a small raised entry porch and a
profusion of plants. The moment of entry takes up most
SEPARATION BY HORIZONTAL DISTANCE; LAYERING
OF PERMEABLE ELEMENTS.
of the available setback depth, but because of its more
intimate associations, this space is often used for casual
sitting, too.
A 6-20' setback is typical for single-family bungalow
streetscapes. This edge is relatively transparent but keeps
passersby at a modest distance; it generally features low
screen-like fences (3-4' common, up to 6' high), luxurient
shrubs/trees/hedges, and a full length porch (6-8' deep is
typical). The openness of this type of edge tends to be
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RANGE OF SETBACKS.
reinforced by three other elements: a 6-12' sidewalk with
periodic street trees, a paved driveway which pierces the
side, and a well-glazed facade. The front entrance seems
frequently used, but little social or recreational activity
occurs here, except when the back yards seem to be
insufficient for that purpose. In that occasional case,
tables, chairs and even jungle-gyms move up front, and
the front edge materials often become higher and more
opaque.
New apartment blocks employ a standard 20-30'
setback, which commonly features a formal pedestrian
entrance (infrequently used), low ground cover or minimal
shrubbery, and sometimes entrances to parking beneath.
Facades are typically flat, with balconies being the most
significant (if any) articulation. A few apartment blocks
have cleverly economized on land use by inserting
swimming pools into this prescribed setback.
A spacious 30-40' setback is typically reserved for
only the most suburban streetscapes. Lawns, sparse
landscaping, and a more formal facade with less glazing
and less articulation are typical edge elements, and use is
purely symbolic. The great distance from the street
eliminates the need for other screening elemenets, and so
the transitional moves may be reduced to a jogged entry
path and a minimal entry vestibule. Every-day entry
again appears to be made not through the street-side
edge, but from the service alley or rear garage, where
cars can penetrate closest.
This large setback is usually complemented by a
generous sidewalk zone, up to 15 and 22' deep and
including a continuous planting strip. Despite this pleasant
street edge and the remote setback, one often wishes for
a more substantial sense of edge definition here.
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The form and qualities of vertical barriers vary
tremendously both between and among streetscapes. Perhaps
most characteristic of front edges is a low (2-4' high)
wall of soft or screenlike materials such as wood pickets
and/or shrubbery; this combination of dimensions and
materials also seems to strike the most comfortable
balance between privacy and publicness.
The lower dimensions illustrated, commonly manifested
as masonry curbs and short walls, provide minimal
definition, and are most prevalent when the horizontal
setback is highest or lowest. The upper range of height
and opaqueness is usually formed by a combination of
harder and softer materials, such as a low wood wall
with a high hedge behind; it tends to be used for
increased privacy where the setback is moderate and the
front is actually functional.
TA
RANGE OF QUALITIES IN VERTICAL BARRIERS
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FRONTS
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LAYERING OF VERTICAL PLANES (CANOPIES, SIGNS,
AND STOREFRONTS) WITH HIGH TRANSPARENCY
ALLOWS INCREASED VISUAL AND PHYSICAL ACCESS
ON COMMERCIAL FRONTS.
Projecting storefront bays, signage, and merchandise; clear
view into shops.
BUILDING
COMMERCIAL
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Projecting canopies, steps, and merchandise.
Projecting canopies and signage; open view into shops.
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Beijing presents an especially notable set of variations
to this theme of commercial fronts. Within the layering
of permeable elements that make up the outside building
edges of storefronts here are at least two subsets of
place-making.
The first zone appears between the pedestrian
walkway and the street itself. Lamps or trees typically
mark this area, reinforcing movement by their linear
repetition and forming the rough framework for temporary
activities which occur between them.
Second is a zone directly next to the buildings,
expresed by overhanging eaves and awnings and rows of
steps leading to shop entrances. The interconnectedness of
the steps between stores reinforces pedestrian movement,
while periodic breaks indicate shop entrances and places
for light manufacturing, storage, and display to spill out
from the shop interiors.
More contemporary commercial buildings have
eliminated these- steps and allow passersby to enter the
shops on-grade. Awnings, overhangs, and display merchandise
in this zone are still common, however.
Street Trees
Lamps
Temporary
vender
Bike park
Section Diagram
(cD
Walkway Steps Shop Interior
Awnings
Light mfg
.s Display
ing Storage
0C)(2.~...
Plan Diagram
PLACE-MAKING USING STEPS ON COMMERCIAL
FRONTS
110
Detail of stairs at commercial fronts.
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BUILDING EDGES
BACKS The back edge is the inside to outside transition of the building which is away
from the public face or front. Included are courtyards and sides, outbuildings, back
(or court) gardens, fences, and walls.
113
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BUILDING EDGES
In many functional, social, and architectural ways,
back edges present diametric opposites to fronts. Backs
tend to be more private, more permeable, more place-making
(i.e., three-dimensional), more utilitarian, more adaptable
(and hence adapted), less socially symbolic, and increasingly
responsive to ad hoc individual desires. These qualities
tend to be inseparable, interlacing physically and visually
in an fascinating ways. The eclectic activity and
personalization characteristic of back edges further enhance
their appeal and importance.
BACKS ARE DIFFERENT FROM FRONTS Additions, back garden.
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Permeability, additions. Back yards and cars.
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BUILDING EDGES
BATH BACKS
Back edges in Bath include both the backs of the
buildings themselves and the only- private outdoor space
on the property. The relative inaccessibility of backsides
allows them to be much more informal in character than
fronts, and many more physical changes are made here.
Originally, backs of the buildings were differentiated
from fronts by their lack of applied ornament and by
the use of rougher materials: usually randomly coursed
ashlar or rubble. Now, networks of plumbing pipes,
irregular additions for new kitchens and bathrooms, and
attic extensions are all common changes to the back edge.
The fact that fronts of Bath buildings stand more
or less directly on the streets allows for very private
yard space behind. The adaptations of proerty lines to
the irregular street patterns results in a wide variety of
back yard sizes and shapes. corner lots can be especially
odd, and usually feature smaller and narrower back
yards-- sometimes only 3 feet wide, a mere 15 feet
square, or even non-existent.
INFORMALITY OF BACKSIDES: ADDITIONS, ROUGHER
MATERIALS, PLUMBING
Rivers Street: Variations in size and shape of back yards.
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In use,- too, back yards exhibit a diversity of
activities and textures. Many are still well-landscaped,
with garden plots, clotheslines, and children's play equipment
interspersed. Outbuildings and room-size additions often
appear, too, given the increased density of residential
units within the terrace houses. A large number of back
gardens have been taken over by parking, radically
changing the tranquil garden-in-the city image for a
modern necessity.
INDIVIDUALITY OF BACK GARDENS: SIZES AND
USES VARY WIDELY
0 *
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Farthest away from the actual building edge stands
the garden wall, which is a very prominent part of Bath's
back edges. Typically a 6-8' high stone wall encloses the
yard, varying in character to suit that of the street
beyond. Multifarious gates and doorways provide private
entrances to back gardens, and a few even identify the
street number of the buildings, to which they belong.
Sometimes the back garden creeps stealthily into the
public realm: the illustration shows how entrances have
pushed beyond official property lines with benches, extra
landscaping, and additional fences.
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Gravel Walk
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BUILDING EDGES
BEIJING BACKS
Beijing's back edges introduce a much livelier aspect
to the cityscape than its restrained public fronts, contrasting
sharply in both form and use. The typical back (or
court) zone uses a thick layering of elements to create a
screened, filtered effect for light. At the same time,
these elements help to define habitable territories of
increasing and decreasing privacy.
I'R I
Closure screen
PRIVATE
Column Tree
-p%A A0
Garden planting
Laundry
PUBLIC
THICK LAYERING OF ELEMENTS TO CREATE A
SCREENED AND FILTERED EFFECT
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Screens in the closure wall are a traditional feature of
the edges of Chinese courtyards. Typically, these were of
wood, fashioned in ornamental grill-work patterns to
filter light and establish partial privacy. Now it is equally
common to find window mullions and lace curtains or
hanging beads performing the same functions.
A resourceful, contemporary example of screen can be
found in the Pipe Street Housing Temple. Here, imbrications
of ceramic roof tiles are placed in a masonry dividing
wall, separating a common path from the territory of a
private unit.
SCREENS: FILTERING LIGHT AND FILTERING
PRIVACY
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Increased population density has effected remarkable
transformations to the back edges or courts of typical
courtyard housing. The light blocks in the left diagram
show an original temple structure (or what has been
restored or rebuilt of it). The dark blocks in the right
diagram indicate inf ill additions to the courtyard area.
Originally, this temple would have been the amount of
housing and ground available for one family; now it
houses 22 families (80 persons). The small "x" at the
center of the drawing marks the location of the only
water spigot available to this housing group.
Pipe Street: original structure, left, and with modern
additions, right. (B2)
EFFECTS OF INCREASED DENSITY: LAYERING OF
COURTYARD EDGES THROUGH BUILDING ADDITIONS
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In the Shishahai area, 7 or more families typically
share one house. Most residents complain about poor
living conditions, but are unwilling to move out because
of the proximity to lakes, shopping conveniences, etc.
The 200-400 year old houses are in various states of
disrepair. As in this Pipe Street example, 20 families
commonly share a single cold water tap, and 100 families
share a toilet facility, with no sewer.
While such circumstances are not the focus of this
study, they express the context of real living conditions.
One assumes that under these extremely dense living
conditions, people will build what is natural and
essential for them, with relatively less respect for traditional,
culturally mandated patterns and current styles. Back edges
in particular have been radically transformed, yet reinforce
the traditional layering of experiences that take occupants
from the very public street to the semi-public, common
space, to the most private worlds inside.
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BUILDING EDGES
SANTA MONICA BACKS
The two most prominent issues distinguishing back
edges in Santa Monica are 1) the clear utilitarian function
of backs, as celebrated in the car (whose overwhelming
popularity was just beginning when the city was most
intensely developed), and 2) the importance of the back
yard as one's own: intensely used, no matter how small.
Service alleys play an important part in directing the
character of Santa Monica's back edges, both residential
and commercial.
The interaction between indoors and out, people and
the natural environment, has been highly touted for its
benefits to physical and psychological well-being; it was
especially important to the development of the bungalow
building type and the general architectural development of
southern California. The resulting admonitions for grandly
enhanced back yards appear rarely to have been executed
(or at least preserved) in Santa Monica. Rather, a much
simpler, ad hoc elaboration prevails: gardens, garages,
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children's play space, lawns, and lawn chairs abound in
unpredictable arrangements. More occasional but still
reserved for backs are pergolas and pavilions, and most
of the significant building addititions (which up to now
are rare) such as new rooms and stairs for added
apartments.
Access to the back yard is directed through the
building, often via a small screened porch or vestibule.
At the minimum-- exemplified by small multi-family
complexes and bungalow courts-- the building's back edge
is only a stoop, big enough for trash cans and maybe a
barbeque. Porches as outdoor rooms are uncommon on
backs, so the enclosure of the building appears more
planar at the back than at the front. In terms of
fenestration, bungalow backs are about as permeable as
their fronts-- which is high to begin with-- but other,
more formal house types often merge indoors and
outdoors with more glazing at the back edge.
High, opaque walls ensure the necessary privacy for
living outdoors, and are normally made either by planar
masonry or wood fences, or in the three-dimensional
form of garages or other outbuildings. Higher, denser
foliage also charactierizes the back edge, especially at the
perimeter.
I-c,
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The presence of cars is an integral part of the
architectual configuration of Santa Monica's back edges.
The location of parking, the nature of; access to it, and
the acknowledgement which these make, architecturally
and functionally, to other aspects of the site, make back
edges here a particularly interesting design study.
.... I  ' ...
Back alley
Front street
Location/direction of car access
w7Ii
Back alley
Front street
Area devoted to car circulation and parking
VARIATIONS IN CAR ACCESS PATTERNS AFFECT
USE AND FORM OF BOTH BACK AND FRONT
EDGES
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The typical free-standing house features a detached
garage in the back, reached 'by a long driveway alongside
the builing. In the usual 50' wide lot, the driveway must
occupy an entire side edge (and the wider one, at that)
as a service lane, and reinforces the individual, rather
self-contained rhythm of property edges. Because most
people in Santa Monica travel by car, the back door of
the house seems to receive the greatest use, switching the
expected focus of arrival. When the garage structure also
includes apartments above-- a common pattern-- the
back yard with its increased paving and entrances becomes
a peculiar kind of shared "court."
This small apartment building illustrates a more
complex juxtaposition of forms and uses, combined with
higher density. The building cuts back into an L-shape at
the rear, and pedestrian access comes through the front
to the main entrances in the center of the site. Cars
enter from the rear service alley and either park in an
on-grade carport (with apartment above) or, using the
side drive, tuck under the building, a half-level below
grade. The extremely smooth integration of cars within
this tight site drives the design of the building as
positively as considerations for light and air.
z.
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In this bungalow court, functional distinctions and
overlaps are developed with fluid grace and richness.
Cars pull into the rear garage building from the service
alley, but they may also continue through into a linear
service court adjacent to the residential area. A
well-landscaped center court, reserved for pedestrians,
provides direct and convenient acess to the individual
front doors. Both the semi-public and private fronts
seem to be well-used in this arrangement: a gazebo,
barbeque, and picnic table animate the collective front, -**
while a profusion of plants and chairs occupy the small
front porches. Each dwelling also includes a private back []
door stoop on the narrow service paths that line the sides
of the property.
] 
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Horatio West Apartments, a compact arrangement of
six dwelling units, also puts its garages and service court
at the back. Unlike the previous example, the lack of a
service alley prevents automobile access from the rear,
and so a narrow paved drive pierces the center of the
site. This potentially deadening device becomes wholly
inobtrusive, however, due to its small scale and the
intense articulation of the front edges on the buildings to
either side. Furthermore, the view from the street ends
with a quiet stucco wall--not a garage door-- and is
broken by a low arch which spans between the buildings
near the garages and subtly marks the front and back
edges of the site.
(3
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The emphasis on cars affects not only site organization
but also architectural attitudes and revelations. The
illustrations at right show a gradual evolution from
singular, detached garages (often well integrated to the
site both spatially and stylistically), to a denser building
addition with dwellings above, and finally to the placement
of garages directly below the primary living spaces, with
little use for the formal "front" door. As density and
frugality increase in the development of Santa Monica,
more compact and densely integrated architectural soluations
appear- with the potential for many innovative and
positive solutions to the issues of front- versus back-ness.
One-car garage for single-family house.
Multi-car garage with apartments above.
Townhouse condominiums above individual garages. (Note
mailboxes adjacent to garage doors.)
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Behind a small apartment house, this garage has been converted into the manager's
apartment. Most of the back "yard" is paved-- which does not seem to affect its
characteristic use.
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BUILDING EDGES
Top edges involve the interface of building and sky. Included are roofs,
chimneys, dormers, eaves, and projecting cornice lines.
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BUILDING EDGES
BATH TOPS
In the realm of Bath's top edges, both materials
and form change significantly. Low stone parapets mark
the end of the vertical walls, although the buildings
continue upwards for another 10-15'. Constant height was
the original ideal, but roof lines in fact vary frequently:
when terrace-houses step down slopes; when the occasional
1, 2, or 3 story building interjects; or when the front or
back wall is extended to increase usable attic space. The
uppermost cornice line usually breaks to make the
necessary shift, but you will occasionally find continuous (B4)
moldings which elegantly sweep or sharply angle down
between buildings.
Roofs are generally made by a pair of double-sloped
mansards. This form allows a full-height living space
underneath, yet its setback from the facade wall, sloping
planes, and contrasting materials give the impression of
less height than actually exists. When the building is
especially deep, the pair of mansards may be connected
by a skylight to illuminate the interior. Bright red
pantiles or black slate usually clad Bath roofs, and give a
consistency of both color and texture.
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The transition from solidly enclosed space to open
air is gradual. Buildings break into the skyline by such
small increments as dormers, chimneys, chimney pots,
finials, crenellations, and crocketting. In comparison to
the quick rhythms and horizontal continuity of the
facades below, these more vertical top elements slow the
pace and allow a reading of the individual units contained
within.
CHANGE OF FORM AND RHYTHM AT ROOFLINE,
WITH SMALLER SCALE ELEMENTS AT TOP
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BUILDING EDGES
A BEIJING TOPS
For. the most part, top edges in Shishahai are
unremarkable: the primary building stock, the courtyard
house, features almost consistently a one story gabled roof '31,
with gray pantiles but little topographical variation.
Special buildings such as temples and palaces display the
most elaborate celebrations of the sky zone, while the
more ordinary structures provide a vast, quiet background.
Notable variations which do exist on the latter type are
manifested in smaller scale detailing such as ornament and
chimneys. Where new mid-rise buildings have sprouted,
their relentlessly flat, tedious roof lines add little positive
interest to the skyline.
STIMULATION AT THE TOP EDGE FROM
SMALLER-SCALE ELEMENTS
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BUILDING EDGES
SANTA MONICA TOPS
Tops in Santa Monica form a very vigorous edge,
as illustrated by changes in building form, volume,
fenestration, and qualities of light.
Voluminous roofs tend to break up into a proliferation
of smaller gables, dormers, parapets, and recessed porches
at the top, interlocking building and sky. The open-air
sleeping porch favored by Greene and Green and Schindler
is the apotheosis of this concept; it was more commonly
interpreted as small upper story rooms pulled out of the
roof as distinct pavilions. Also common is the stepping
back of the top edge either volumetrically and in the
distintegration of planar elements at the top.
Building step-backs, whether on small residences, tall
apartment buildings, or skyscrapers, help retain a human
scale on Santa Monica's streets, and provide increased
light, air, and especially view for the upper stories--
which thus capitalize on their greater privacy. In a
related fashion, the proportion of window to wall area
MULTIPLICATION OF ROOF FORMS; INCREASING
TRANSPARENCY WITH HEIGHT
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tends to increase significantly with increased distance
from the street. This trend is particularly noticeable on
higher density residential infill projects: small or no
windows exist on the planar ground floor facade, opening
up to window walls and terraces on the upper floor.
The manipulation of light is an important function
of the top edge, in response to the bright, warm climate.
Widely overhanging eaves generously extend the building
edge and provide welcome shade. Exposed rafter ends at
these eaves, along with brise-soleil and diverse trellises
and screens filter the light and differentiate spaces in a
characteristically kinetic manner.
1B5)
(B5)
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WHAT TO MAKE OF I
As sets of personal observations, this study displays
certain inherent strengths and weaknesses. The major
benefits to us have been to demonstrate a way of
understanding a place comprehensively-- as opposed to
proving a specific methodology-- and to provide guidelines
for approaching our own design work at a range of
scales, in tightly or loosely defined contexts.
More explicitly, the results include SPECIFIC
INFORMATION about certain parts of Bath, Beijing, and
Santa Monica, as documented in the body of this study.
We looked for certain categories and qualities of information
that would help clarify the nature of edges in each place,
and that would be appropriate to compare among all
three cities. Our comprehensiveness is thus intentionally
limited, and further investigations would merit more
extensive collection of evidence such as actual dimensions,
materials, and use over time that are peculiar to each
locale. Nonetheless, these specific facts serve as a valuable
resource base of both quantitative and qualitative information.
Secondly, the comparisons among our study cities
bring out a GENERAL KNOWLEDGE of edge-making
patterns which seem to be fundamental regardless of
culture and history. n order to make these comparisons
useful- and at the same time acknowledge the profound
importance of local tradition, sense of identity, and
natural environment-- one must distill the understanding
of certain edge conditions to a most basic level. We have
attempted to evaluate these three places together in terms
of common-sense principles which can be assimilated and
interpreted in ways useful for new situations.
The following pages set out a range of the
principles or generalities which we feel to be outstanding
in the places we studied. These generalities are not meant
to be dogmatic or un versal; our relatively small sampling
admits limits to com rehensiveness. We hope and intend
that these comments will be re-evaluated in new contexts
and with new experiences. Furthermore, it is important to
see these generalizations not as a catalog from which to
pick and choose particular elements, but as interdependent
systems in which rela. ionships of elements compensate and
reinforce each other.
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As a way of thinking, this study has proved useful
in clarifying a design process for ourselves. It suggests
two ideas: first, a WAY OF ANALYZING architectural
context (existing or proposed) in a comprehensive manner
through edges, and of identifying special characteristics
which combine into an urban fabric; and second, a
flexible SET OF GUIDELINES for maintaining the depth
and breadth of that character in real life. We see this
way of working to be appropriate both for infill projects
and for the development of newer, larger areas where
climatic and sociological constraints must be addressed,
but where fewer explicit contextual "restrictions" apply.
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Extension of the natural landscape into the urban
environment is an asset. This accessibility can occur in
the form of public parks and gardens (as in Bath) or of
private yards and gardens (as in Santa Monica). The
ability to view open space is essential, whether or not
one can actually or immediately enter it.
Just as parks and public gardens are layered within the
urban environment, they in . turn contain fragments of
building. These architectural echoes are less solid and
more screen-like- the extreme example of continuity
between structure and environment.
a
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A range of widths building-to-building is desirable,
regardless of particular dimensions used. Within that
variation, a typical range provides positive familiarity.
Variations in perceived height (more importantly than
actual height) often and ought to accompany such variations
in width. I
Absolute physical measurements and the dimensions which
are perceived by the passerby need not coincide. By
expanding the meaning of space-definers beyond just
building walls, we increase our ability to control (change
and re-change) the understood character of a streetscape.
*1L
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A 1:1 or 1:1.5 relationship between perceived height and
width seems to be most comfortable.
When the height:width relationship building-to-building is
unbalanced, a variety of measures may be taken to either
tighten or expand the perceived edges. These elements
may include additions/reductions in the building mass
itself, or the introduction of lighter-scale elements.
k- 4-
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The issue of continuity within building to building edges
entails balancing the variety between bigger and smaller
moves in. one or more dimensions, and at several scales
simultaneously.
When big moves extend over a correspondingly large
distance, the effect is dispassionate. Introducing smaller
scale rhythms provokes continued interest.
A long sequence of smaller, unrelated moves quickly
becomes chaotic, and represents the other extreme of
monotony: uniform confusion.
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Several qualifications to these statements on continuity
must be noted. First, a certain irregularity may be
appropriate for backs or tops (private, place-making
edges), but confuses the main idea of directional movement
at front edges.
Second, such unique undulations at front edges characterize--
because they benefit-- commercial streetscapes, but they
are usually complemented in other dimensions and by
other elements. Continuous facades above ground level,
and the regular repetition of street signs, trees, parking
meters, etc. at the curb line steady the on-grade
irregularities of these building edges.
-\PL
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An axial view down a streetscape should terminate in a
special treatment, comparable in effect to the character
of the generating street edges. This focus can be either
built or natural (the latter being special by contrast)--
but it must be clear as well as positive: illegibility from
a distance or subordinate structures (such as garages) miss
the point.
Light and its absence dramatically influence the quality of
a space. Street edges need to be oriented and/or adjusted
for maximum light on the space between buildings, and
not just for interior penetration, in order to encourage
active street life.
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Positive urban environments contain a range of types and
sizes of urban places, complementing the various ways of
moving through a city (streets) with a variety of stopping
and gathering places.
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Larger urban places are characterized by relatively simple
and monumental building edges, although they may be
defined part by other strong boundaries such as water, a
roadway, or a wall. A focal point in the form of a
monument, fountain, or specimen tree(s) often supplements
the formality of urban places.
MEW'/y
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Urban places can be indoors or out, open air or covered.
Residential building edges can establish a public/private
buffer zone in many different ways. The transition may
be marked by raising or lowering the semi-private area
between street and building wall; by layering the building
edge with smaller scaled elements; by erecting walls or
fences of variable transparency; by distancing through
setback; or through a combination- of methods.
Raising
Lowering
Layering
Making walls
0
Setting back
712017W40AAW01.
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Successful commercial front edges display almost the
reverse conditions of residential front edges at ground
level. Permeability and slower movement are encouraged
by place-making extensions of the building wall and of
merchandise displays into the street, and by the deliberate
ease of visual and physical access.
Multiple layers of street-edge elements characterize zones
of movement and use at commercial fronts.
In residential building, the public access edge, or front, 'is
generally less broken and less permeable than the private,
back edge. Social tradition and public image contribute in
part to these qualities. In addition, the linear, continuous
qualities of the front edge serve to reinforce the path
(movement) oriented nature of fronts.
- L - --- -
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Residential backs, by contrast, are generally private
place-making edges, both indoors and out. Modulating
the back building edge with additions and extensions
provides a sense of partially enclosed, individual space.
Back edges are characteristically more permeable in terms
of visual and/or physical access. Increasing layers of
transparent and screen-like elements (with greater emphasis
on views out ), ad hoc additions into the landscape, and
more active functional overlaps with the outdoors faciitate
this permeability. The exposure, with its concurrent
diversity in forms, materials, use, and change over time,
is possible because of the greater privacy afforded to
back edges.
Utilitarian functions such as car parking, service entries,
and cooking/washing/plumbing facilities, typify back edges.
They seem to work most positively when both the
distinctions and the overlaps between back and front edge
conditions are easily understood.
Private outdoor space, a valuable commodity, is usually
reserved for back edges. When such space is not
available at the indoor/outdoor building edge, it must be
recompensed at another scale, such as public parks and
gardens.
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Top edges are most interesting when the profile is
variegated. This can be accomplished by changing rooflines,
by setbacks and additions, or with the use of lighter and
smaller scale details at the top.
When the setbacks to building form are substantial
enough, tops can become another place-making edge,
similar to backs.
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On front edges, the amount of glazing tends to increase
with increasing height, at least between the ground floor --
and first floor.
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